Commentary

Participation in HIV vaccine trials: Listening to participant &
community concerns

The terrible truth about the HIV/AIDS pandemic is that it affects men, women and children indiscriminately. In India, almost half of all infections are among women, a population with few risk factors beyond those that men place them at¹. Additionally, as the number of orphaned children from AIDS increases, we need to realize that disease risks arise from one’s social positioning, making vulnerable groups unable to negotiate adequate education, security from exploitation, and safe sex practices²,³. The search for a scientific intervention capable of slowing the pandemic resembles a quest for a holy grail, a search almost unattainable, but with the potential to stop suffering of a Himalayan proportion. Effective prevention interventions exist, focused on peer-based condom use and behaviour change for vulnerable groups. These strategies need to be complemented by additional prevention tools. Scientists are placing their efforts with prevention strategies such as circumcision, pre-exposure prophylaxis and microbicides; but the most elusive is an HIV vaccine⁴.

In this issue, Suhadev et al present their important findings from a socio-behavioural study in Tamil Nadu, India, addressing barriers to participating in an HIV vaccine trial⁵. The authors report that concerns amongst Indian populations are similar to those from other countries viz., the potential for adverse events related to the vaccine, for stigma from participating in a sexually relevant clinical trial, and for practical issues about how participation in a clinical trial may disrupt their daily schedules⁶. Suhadev et al strongly recommend that educational activities aimed at potential trial populations may help to quell concerns and improve enrolment. The authors quite rightly demonstrate the difficulties of enrolling adequate community representation of high-risk groups, different ethnicities and an appropriate representation of women⁷.

As with any clinical trial, enrolling the appropriate population is challenging. In an HIV vaccine trial, the outcomes of most interest will be the number of HIV infections per group (vaccine or placebo arms). In order to achieve appropriate power to detect efficacy in these clinical trials, we need to recruit participants at high enough risk that multiple infections will be documented by the end of the trial. To enroll these populations, we would look to individuals with expected risk-factors, such as men that visit sex workers, sex workers themselves, men that have sex with men, intravenous drug users; amongst others that have less obvious risk factors. As one reads this brief list, you can infer that participation in a clinical trial assessing HIV vaccines likely suggests that the participants have a risk factor. This study demonstrates that the very recruitment issue is a barrier for otherwise benevolent participants, participants that recognize the importance of clinical trials, but do not want to be subject to stigma from family members, physicians, insurance suppliers and immigration.

The barriers highlighted in this study⁵ may well be incorrect from a scientific perspective (e.g., becoming seropositive from the vaccine), but demonstrate that these public perceptions are widespread in India and internationally⁶. If we are to
effectively reduce clinical trial participation barriers, we need to aim our educational messages at both potential participants and the community at large. India is making important steps at combating HIV prevalence, however, a greater emphasis must now be placed at combating HIV related stigma.

Enrolling in a clinical trial does indeed have risks associated with it, and the argument that a HIV vaccine is desperately needed cannot overshadow the protection of participants. The immediate and long-term safety of vaccines is poorly understood and the medical community stands deeply divided over the safety of even conventional vaccines, such as influenza. As the scientific community races towards as many as 32 HIV vaccine trials around the world, we need to be cautiously optimistic that any new intervention has the realistic potential to provide protection from infection. AIDS vaccine initiatives have focused on a variety of different vaccine strategies, including mucosal immunity, cell-mediated immunity, and humoral immunity; without achieving consensus from the vaccine community that any one or several approaches holds the greatest promise.

The VAXGEN trial illustrates that inappropriate use of trial funding and use of the limited resource of participants was permitted, despite the widespread expectation that the vaccine would be ineffective. The argument used to permit the clearly ineffective intervention to continue in a trial setting was that the trial demonstrated that the infrastructure to conduct efficacy trials existed. For the AIDS activist community around the world, the failure of this trial diminished much good will and public support for vaccine trials. By unrealistically hyping the potential benefits of clinical trials, without properly addressing the potential difficulties and harms associated with participation, we are misleading participants and they may quickly grow tired of assisting in participation. This current study illustrates that participants have a high expectation of potential success of a vaccine, clearly more so than most vaccine scientists.

Participants in trials may have difficulty in understanding scientific concepts such as randomization, placebo and power. However, as clinical trialists, it is not only our duty to ensure that we educate them about these concepts and dispel myths regarding adverse events, but it is our duty to ensure that participation in the trial does not place them at an increased risk of social stigmatization, potential violence and economic discrimination. Educational activities need to focus on the wider community, addressing both the stigma related to trial participation as well as promoting the charitable contributions that participants are making.

Indeed, scale up of effective prevention services for vulnerable groups is a key element of a vaccine strategy for several reasons. First, such strategies help identify the highest risk population that are suitable for trials. Second, such strategies can be key elements of social inclusion of otherwise marginalized populations. Third, scale up of vulnerable group interventions would enable a delivery infrastructure for vaccines, when finally introduced.

No one really expects an effective HIV vaccine to provide 100 per cent protection from infection. Indeed, even a vaccine that can provide 50 per cent protection would have a tremendous impact on slowing the HIV/AIDS epidemic in India, but it will be no panacea. Disinhibition, or increased risky behaviour, is the major concern from any partially effective vaccine, as the public and scientists may have difficulty in distinguishing partial from full protection. This current study lends some credence that at-risk populations recognize the importance of condoms, even if a vaccine existed. Although all of this formative research is conducted regarding a hypothetically effective vaccine, it demonstrates that the public and high risk groups in particular, are aware of the effectiveness of established prevention strategies such as condoms, and that further efforts to promote and make accessible male and female condoms are the most likely successful strategy to continue addressing this disease.
As the world races toward an effective HIV prevention strategy, scientists and policy makers must be guided by evidence, not by desperation. We are still far off from having an effective prevention strategy and despite the promises made by political leaders at the recent International AIDS Conference in Canada about imminent effective strategies such as circumcision, pre-exposure prophylaxis and microbicides; we have no more effective strategies than we did at the beginning of this epidemic: condoms, clean needles, and peer-based education. As Suhadev et al demonstrate, the public deserves appropriate awareness about clinical trials and HIV/AIDS in general, and we need to listen to them to understand their concerns instead of assuming that scientists know best.
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